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a b s t r a c t

Shales are among the most commonly considered geomaterials in current energy-related geomechanical
investigations, as they are involved in engineering applications such as the extraction of natural gas, CO2

sequestration and nuclear waste storage. A deep understanding of their behaviour with regard to
variations in the degree of saturation is of significance for such applications. With the aim to establish a
sound protocol for shale retention behaviour analysis, this paper presents an experimental methodology
that takes into account the specificities of shales such as small pore size dimensions and the large
variations in water potential to be applied to induce significant changes in the degree of saturation. The
technique involves the direct control of the shale water content and the subsequent measurement of the
suction at equilibrium by a psychrometer. A fluid displacement technique with a non-polar liquid is also
used to assess the volume changes of the shale and to compute the degree of saturation. Selected test
results are presented for various shale samples that have been cored at different depths. The results
indicate that important features of the retention behaviour of geomaterials are fundamental aspects to
be considered when analysing the retention behaviour of shales, such as the existence of main wetting
and drying paths, the hysteresis domain, and the dependency of the air entry value on the void ratio.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The development of engineering activities involving shales
such as the extraction of shale gas and shale oil, the geological
storage of nuclear waste and CO2 sequestration, has led to an
increasing interest in the geomechanical behaviour of these
geomaterials. In the context of such engineering applications, a
deep understanding of shale retention behaviour is of primary
significance. Water retention mechanisms play a major role in
fluid trapping due to the capillary forces in the two-phase flows in
gas reservoirs as well as in the resaturation of shale formations
after ventilation, as in the case of deep geological repositories.
Wetting and drying episodes also have significant impacts on shale
volumetric behaviour: swelling/shrinkage of shales may be caused
by changes in suction or variations in the degree of saturation;
additionally, significant swelling pressures may develop when
volumetric expansion upon wetting is prevented.

In general, the water retention behaviour of geomaterials is
expressed as a relationship between the pore water potential and
the amount of water stored in the material; water retention curves
represent this relationship. Suction is often used as the variable

that expresses pore liquid chemical potential. Matric suction (s) is
the component of the potential that accounts for the effects
related to the presence of the matrix (capillarity, osmotic mechan-
ism and electrostatic forces) [1]. Osmotic, or solute suction (π)
expresses the component of the potential associated with the
solute concentration in the aqueous solution that constitutes the
pore liquid. Total suction (ψ) is the sum of these two components
and is directly related to the relative humidity and temperature
established in the pore gaseous phase. The amount of water is
quantified by the gravimetric water content (the ratio of the
weight of the water to the weight of the solid phase, w) or the
degree of saturation (the ratio of the water volume to the pore
volume, Sr).

The main features of water retention behaviour are found in
the existence of a main wetting path (starting from a dry condi-
tion) and a main drying path (starting from a saturated condition),
which, for a given density, embrace all the possible hydraulic
states of the material. Any hydraulic path that moves from a main
drying curve to a main wetting curve (or vice versa) takes place
inside this hysteresis domain and is defined as a scanning curve.

The determination of water retention curves is becoming a
well-established practice for the characterisation of unsaturated
soils. For clayey materials, the characteristics that are usually
quantified are the air entry value (value of suction at which the
material starts to desaturate in a main drying episode) and its
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dependency on the void ratio [2], the residual degree of saturation
and the hysteresis upon wetting and drying cycling [3]. For
compacted clays, attention has also been paid to the effects of
the evolution of the microstructure on retention behaviour [4,5].
Numerical models have been developed to reproduce the reten-
tion behaviour that accounts for these highlighted features [5–8].

In spite of this information on unsaturated soil retention
behaviour, knowledge on shale retention behaviour is still limited.
Indeed, the strength and stiffness of shales are significantly
influenced by the degree of saturation or, alternatively, by the
suction, as highlighted by Valès et al. [9] for the case of Tournemire
shale (France). Ramos da Silva et al. [10] reported a reduction in
the UCS for Beringen shale (Belgium) to a fifth of the original value
when the suction was decreased from 50 to 10 MPa.

Despite these recognised impacts, few experimental studies have
been conducted to evaluate shale water retention properties in a
comprehensive way. The limitation of the acquired information is
even more evident when compared to the available experimental
evidence on the retention behaviour of low-porosity compacted clays
[3,11] and natural clays [12–15]. Schmitt et al. [16] presented data on
the retention behaviour of Tournemire shale (France), which was
obtained from porosimetry tests along with data on two different
sandstones highlighting the higher suction range that is needed for
the shale in order to observe appreciable variations in the degree of
saturation. Ramos da Silva et al. [10] investigated the water retention
curve for Beringen shale along drying paths and compared it to the
curve for Lixhe chalk, asserting that suction of a magnitude greater
by two orders was needed for the shale to dry the materials at a 90%
degree of saturation. Information on the water retention behaviour of
the Opalinus Clay shale (Switzerland) has been also provided. Muñoz
[17] presented data on the evolution of the water content and the
degree of saturation with total suction. Zhang et al. [18] compared
the water retention curves of Opalinus Clay shale in free and
constrained volume conditions and discovered that there is a
significant increase in the water amount that can be stored in the
material when it is allowed to swell during the wetting phase. Villar
and Romero [19] determined the retention curve for Opalinus Clay
shale in terms of matric and total suction for free and confined
volume conditions; they reported air entry values in the range of 9–
21 MPa for free volume conditions and 15–35 MPa for confined
conditions. Romero et al. [20] reported values of the air entry value
of Opalinus Clay shale at different depths to be equal to 13 and
18 MPa, as obtained from mercury intrusion porosimetry. From the
analysis of the available data, it appears that no investigation has
been conducted to compose a comprehensive picture, containing all
relevant features, of shale retention behaviour. In particular, to the
authors' knowledge, the retention behaviour along scanning paths
has not been experimentally investigated. This paper aims to provide
a robust and complete experimental framework to analyse shale
retention properties, highlighting and quantifying all the features of
retention behaviour, such as the air entry value and its dependency
on the void ratio, the hysteresis phenomena and the volumetric
response to suction changes.

Total suction has been selected for this study as the suction
component for describing shale retention behaviour. This choice is
justified, considering that shales have high air entry pressures
(several MPa) and that a wide range of suction values need to be
taken into consideration to observe significant changes in the
degree of saturation. Indeed, typical values of dominant pore sizes
for shales are in the range of nanometers or dozens of nanometers
(e.g., 20 nm for the Pierre shale [21]); the Young–Laplace equation
would allow to compute that matric suction values in the order of
dozens of MPa (approximately 7 MPa for a pore size of 20 nm)
would be required in order to remove the water from pores with
characteristic size in this range. On the other hand, most techni-
ques for controlling and measuring matric suction are limited to a

maximum suction of 1.5 MPa [22]. However, it is a common
practice in petroleum engineering to gather information on the
relationship between matric suction and degree of saturation by
the analysis of porosimetry tests [21]. In order to compare results
in terms of matric and total suction, the osmotic component must
be assessed; this aspect has been poorly addressed for shales.
Laloui et al. [12] reported values of 12.13 MPa and 17.3 MPa for the
matric and total suction, respectively, for a sandy facies Opalinus
Clay shale at a 74% degree of saturation. When comparing the
water retention curves in terms of total and matric suction for
Opalinus clay shales, Villar and Romero [19] pointed out that no
clear difference is observed between the two curves; however,
the scattering of the data did not seem to allow for a precise
assessment of the osmotic component.

In the following section, the developed experimental protocol
is described first. We then present and analyse selected results
from shales from the northern region of Switzerland in light of the
proposed experimental methodology. Complementary informa-
tion is gained from the analysis of the porosimetry tests. The
assessment of the osmotic suction component is performed by
independently measuring the total and the matric suction; these
measurements are used to explain the difference between the
water retention curve that was obtained using the porosimetry
technique and the methodology that is proposed in this paper.

2. An experimental technique to investigate the water
retention behaviour of shales

The developed experimental technique for determining shale
retention behaviour is based on the direct control of the water
content and the subsequent measurement of the total suction.
Different hydraulic paths are considered in order to analyse the
response of the material to wetting and drying episodes. The
following sections provide details on the specimen preparation,
water content control, suction measurement and volume change
detection.

2.1. Specimen preparation and water content control

The material is obtained from a shale core: slices of approxi-
mately 7–8 mm in height are cut with a diamond saw without
using water, and they are immediately divided into smaller speci-
mens with lateral sizes of approximately 20 mm. Three specimens
are immediately tested to obtain the initial condition in terms of
water content, void ratio and total suction, using the procedure
detailed in the next sections. The initial measured void ratio is
compared with the void ratio of the core in order to assess the
quality of the obtained specimens. The main wetting and drying
paths are sought first; to this aim the material is initially brought
to a dry state or to a “zero-matric-suction” state, respectively. The
dry state is obtained by placing the specimens in desiccators that
contain silica gel and leaving them to dry for approximately three
weeks (applied total suction of approximately 300 MPa) until no
significant change in their weight can be detected. The “zero-
matric-suction” condition is achieved by placing the specimens in
a sealed-glass jar, within which a relative humidity of 100% is
imposed; the specimens are wrapped in filter paper and rest on
porous stones immersed in water; synthetic water (corresponding
to the in-situ water composition) may be used for this initial
wetting stage in order to preserve the initial osmotic suction of the
material. The weight of the specimens is monitored using a
precision balance (0.001 g), and the process is stopped once no
further evolution is observed (usually in three weeks).

Once equilibration is achieved, the mainwetting and drying paths
can be determined. To obtain the main drying path, the equalized
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specimens are air-dried in a controlled way under laboratory-
controlled conditions (T¼22 1C, RHE45%, equivalent total suction
of about 110 MPa) or placed in a desiccator with silica gel for the
driest states. During the drying, the weight of the specimens is
monitored using a precision balance (0.001 g), and the process is
halted once the target water content is reached; the specimens are
then packed hermetically for three days to allow for internal
redistribution of the water content. Preliminary testing showed that
three days of curing time were sufficient for having a repeatable
measurement of the total suction on the prepared specimens.

The procedure to obtain the main wetting path consists of the
addition of a target amount of water, either by the gaseous phase
(distilled water) or pouring small droplets of water (distilled or
synthetic water) on the surface of the specimen with a small
syringe. Synthetic water is used to ensure that the osmotic suction
component is preserved. The internal redistribution of the water
content is allowed for three days by keeping the specimens in
hermetically closed containers.

When the retention properties are sought in terms of the degree
of saturation, the measurement of the volume change upon water
content evolution is required. This determination allows for the
quantification of shale swelling/shrinkage behaviour related to suc-
tion variation under unstressed conditions. In this case, the specimen
volume is measured just after the measurement of the total suction
with a destructive technique. When the retention behaviour is
sought only in terms of water content or a limited amount of core
material is available, a different procedure is considered. This latter
technique consists of a progressive drying or wetting of the same
shale specimen; the water content control is performed following the
procedure that was previously described. Because no volume mea-
surement is conducted, the specimen can be equalized to a new
target water content after the total suction for the previous step has
been measured. In general, three specimens are submitted to the
same hydraulic path, allowing for a more representative analysis.

2.2. Suction measurement

The total suction readings are taken on the equalized specimens
by means of a dew-point chilled-mirror psychrometer (Decagon,
WP4C) [23,24]. A schematic representation of the device is shown in
Fig. 1. A mirror is placed inside a sealed chamber, and its temperature
is precisely controlled by a thermoelectric (Peltier) cooler. The
relative humidity is imposed by the shale specimen inside the sealed
chamber where a fan is placed so that the environment reaches
equilibrium. The temperature on the mirror is progressively lowered,
and a photoelectric cell captures the exact moment condensation
occurs in the mirror. The corresponding temperature of the specimen
is measured using an infrared thermometer. The relative humidity,
which is the ratio of the vapour pressure at the specimen tempera-
ture to the saturated vapour pressure of water at the same temp-
erature, is obtained from the difference between the dew point

temperature on the mirror and the temperature of the specimen.
Once the relative humidity is measured by the device, the total
suction is obtained using the psychrometric law [25], which relates
the relative humidity (RH) and the absolute temperature (T) to the
total suction:

ψ ¼ �ρwRT
Mw

ln RHð Þ ð1Þ

where R is the universal gas constant and ρw and Mw are the density
and the molecular mass of water, respectively.

The chilled-mirror dew point psychrometer is commonly used for
suction measurement in natural and compacted soils [26]. The
accuracy of the device as specified by the manufacturer is
70.05 MPa for total suction from 0 to 5 MPa and 1% for total suction
in the range of 5–300 MPa. The manufacturer recommends that the
specimen covers the entire surface of the sample holder. Due to the
high suction values expected for shales and the fact that the shale
specimens do not fill the entire sample holder, further analysis and
calibrations have been conducted to assess the applicability of the
device for analysing the water retention behaviour using shale
fragments. Fig. 2 gives the total suction values read by the device
for salt solutions at different temperatures of known water potential
in the range of 4–393 MPa. An average accuracy of 3% can be derived,
except for the highest applied suction, and it is considered to be
satisfactory for the purposes of this study.

The effects of the dimension of the specimen with respect to the
size of the sample holder are analysed in Fig. 3. Tests were conducted
at 25 1C by partially filling the sample holder with saturated NaCl and
KCl solutions (reference total suction of 39.2 MPa for the NaCl and
23.8 MPa for the KCl). Fig. 3 shows a negligible influence of the
percentage of the covered surface and height on the measurements
because a maximum error of only 1.1% is observed for the suction
readings. With this investigation, the suitability of this device for the
total suction reading of shale fragments was confirmed.

2.3. Assessment of volume change behaviour

The method adopted for the volume measurement is based on a
fluid displacement technique using a pycnometer filled with kerdane.
Kerdane was selected for its immiscibility with water and its ability
to invade the air-filled pore spaces of the surface without affecting
the soil structure [27]. The analysis of the accuracy of this method,
together with the precision in the estimation of the weight, allows
for an estimation of the degree of saturation to be made with an
accuracy of 4%. The method used for volume determination is a

Fig. 1. Outline of the WP4C [26] chilled-mirror dew-point psychrometer with a
shale fragment positioned inside the measuring chamber (after [23]).
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of the accuracy of the psychrometer in the range of measured
suction when testing shale samples.
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destructive technique; a complete assessment of the retention
behaviour in terms of main wetting and drying paths requires a
large number of specimens to be prepared and tested (typically about
fifty specimens). Other non-destructive techniques could be consid-
ered for this analysis (e.g., non-contact techniques such as laser
scanning and micro computed tomography, or the use of wax for
hydrostatic weighting as performed in [15]); however, in the
experience gained through this work, difficulties in handling the
shale specimens, especially at high water contents, make the applic-
ability of these techniques inadvisable for the tested materials.

Complementary free swelling tests are also performed, for
which the material is wetted in oedometric conditions, starting
from its initial state, and the volume change is assessed through
the continuous measurement of the heave of the specimen.

3. Tested shales

Three shales were considered in this study. Two of the con-
sidered shales come from a deep geothermal well near the village of
Schlattingen in the Molasse Basin of Northern Switzerland; one

belongs to the Opalinus Clay formation, and one to the so-called
“Brown Dogger” formation. The third shale that was considered is
Opalinus Clay, which comes from the Mont Terri Underground
Research Laboratory (URL) in Northern Switzerland.

The Opalinus Clay from Schlattingen (OPA-deep) is the deepest
shale formation considered in this study (depth of 837.44–
891.25 m); it consists mainly of claystone with a carbonate content
of 10–20% and a quartz content in the range of 15–32%. The
“Brown Dogger” from Schlattingen (BD-deep) was extracted at a
depth of 766.67–807.44 m and consists of silty to clay-rich marls
with 30–50% carbonates and 20–25% quartz. The Opalinus Clay
from the Mont Terri URL (OPA-shallow) from the shaly facies
consists of dark grey silty, calcarerous shales with a typical content
of 25–30% carbonate, 5–10% quartz and 10–15% biodetritus. Tested
core samples were stored in PVC tubes filled with a layer of resin
and constrained with metal frames immediately after the coring.

Index properties for the tested core samples are summarised in
Table 1, which reports the average particle density (ρs), the bulk
density (ρ), the gravimetric water content (w), the void ratio (e),
the degree of saturation (Sr) and the Atterberg limits (the liquid
limit wL and the plastic limit wP). The OPA-deep cores present two
different densities; the most superficial cores, indicated as OPA-
deep0, have a higher void ratio and water content compared to the
deepest samples (OPA-deep″). Mineralogical analysis of the cores
showed that the OPA-deep with higher porosity presents a
reduced quartz content (approximately 17%) with respect to the
denser cores (typical value about 28%) and slightly higher Atter-
berg limits.

Grain size distributions were obtained using an ad-hoc proce-
dure that included material crashing, particle dispersion and
sedimentation analysis [28], and they are reported in Fig. 4.

The porosity network has been analysed in terms of pore size
density (PSD) functions, which have been determined using
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP). MIP includes the progres-
sive penetration of mercury into a sample and the measurement of
the intruded volume of mercury as a function of the applied
pressure. Tests were conducted on freeze-dried samples by sub-
limation inside a vacuum chamber at 0.06 mbar and �50 1C for
24 h. MIP tests were performed in a Thermo Electron Corporations
porosimeter that attained a maximum intrusion pressure of
400 MPa (the corresponding minimum entrance pore size dia-
meter was about 4 nm). Apparent pore sizes were determined by
applying corrections for compressibility changes of the various
components of the equipment. The PSD was obtained according to
the expression PSD¼�ΔeHG/Δ(log d), where d is the entrance
pore size and eHG represents the void ratio intruded at each
increment of the mercury pressure. The results of the MIP are
reported in Fig. 5. The shape of PSDs, which are flat on the right
side, suggest that the non-detected porosity (pores larger than the
maximum pore size measured in MIP) is negligible. Unimodal PSD
functions are found for all the tested shales, showing pore modes
at approximately 20 nm for the OPA-shallow and BD-deep and at
8 nm for the OPA-deep0. The lower modal pore diameter for the
OPA-deep0 with respect to the BD-deep, in spite of the higher
porosity, can be justified by considering the lower quartz content
registered for the former; this reduced quartz content may imply a
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Fig. 3. Assessment of the errors in psychrometric readings associated with a partial
filling of the sample holder by the shale fragment.

Table 1
Geotechnical characteristics of the tested shales.

Shale depth (m) ρs (Mg/m3) ρ (Mg/m3) w (%) e (–) Sr (%) wL (%) wP (%)

OPA-shallow �300 2.74 2.46 6.9 0.21 92 38 23
BD-deep 767–807 2.75 2.52–2.56 2.7–4.4 0.09–0.12 69–99 25–33 10–23
OPA-deep0 837–838 2.74 2.49 4.3–4.9 0.14–0.15 80–94 36–39 22–25
OPA-deep″ 855–891 2.71 2.54–2.55 3.3–3.6 0.09–0.11 93–96 29–33 19–22
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reduced amount of larger pores formed at the contact between the
clay particles and the coarser grains [29].

Synthetic waters were used in the experiments with the aim of
recreating the in-situ pore water compositions for the cores that
were extracted at Mont Terri [30] and at the Schlattingen site [31].
The osmotic suction of this synthetic water was measured by the
dew-point psychrometer and resulted in values of 1.2 MPa for the
Mont Terri synthetic water (OPA-shallow) and 0.98 MPa for the

Schlattingen synthetic water (BD-deep and OPA-deep). The testing
programme is reported in Table 2 for each tested shale.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Main drying and wetting paths

The results obtained in the determination of the main wetting
and drying paths for the OPA-shallow are shown in Fig. 6. The
evolution of the water content with the total suction is shown in
Fig. 6a; each point represents an average value of three specimens,
which were brought to the same target water content value; their
standard deviation is also represented. The initial condition
corresponds to a water content of 6.7%. For the specimens
equalized to the “zero matric suction“ state, the measured total
suction was 1.4 MPa, which is in good agreement with the osmotic
suction of the synthetic water used for this initial wetting. Starting
from this state, the points obtained by the controlled drying
procedure describe a progressive increase in total suction along
with a reduction in water content; the driest state obtained with
this procedure corresponds to a water content of 1.9% and a
measured total suction of 134 MPa. This drying path tends to the
residual condition that was achieved in the desiccator (w¼1.0%,
suction¼213 MPa), when the initial state for the main wetting
path was sought. For all the tested specimens, volume measure-
ments were obtained at the end of the equalisation stage. The
obtained results are depicted in Fig. 9 in terms of void ratio versus
total suction. Significant swelling/shrinkage behaviour was
observed with suction variation. The void ratios obtained for the
lowest measured suction are in very good agreement with the
results of a free swelling test carried out with the same synthetic
water used for determining the water retention curves. The void
ratio reduction upon drying allows for the identification of the
shrinkage limit. The suction value at which no significant volume
reduction is observed (here defined when Δe/Δψo0.1%) is
approximately 10 MPa; the corresponding shrinkage limit can be
seen in Fig. 6a on the drying path and was found to be 6.4%. The
void ratio evolution with suction was fitted with the following
incremental expression:

_e¼ �
_Ψ

Kref

Ψ ref

Ψ

� �m

1þe0ð Þ ð2Þ

in which Kref, ψref and m are the fitting parameters and e0 is a
reference void ratio. The values of the parameters obtained by the
least square method are reported in Table 3. The retention curves
in terms of the degree of saturation were obtained by combining
the volume evolution and the water content along the wetting and
drying paths. The results have been fitted with a Van Genuchten's

Fig. 4. Grain size distribution obtained from the analyses of one core for the OPA-
shallow, 5 cores for the OPA-deep and 6 cores for the BD-deep.
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Table 2
Test programme.

Shale Number of tested specimens Hydraulic path Void ratio measurement

OPA-shallow Main drying: 36 Initial state-zero matric suction state-main drying Yes
Main wetting: 24
Initial state: 3 Initial state-reference dry condition-main wetting Yes

BD-deep Main drying: 21 Initial state-zero matric suction state-main drying Yes
Main wetting: 24
Initial state: 3 Initial state-reference dry condition-main wetting Yes

OPA-deep0 Main drying: 18 Initial state-zero matric suction state-main drying Yes
Main wetting: 18
Initial state: 3 Initial state-reference dry condition-main wetting Yes

OPA-deep″ 3 Initial state-progressive rewetting-progressive drying Inferred
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type [32] expression:

Sr ¼ 1þ Ψ
P

� �n� � �λð Þ
ð3Þ

where P, n and λ are the fitting parameters; the fitting values
obtained by the least square method are reported in Table 3.

The initial state for the OPA-shallow corresponds to a degree of
saturation of 95%; this value seems to confirm the fact that the
material is reported to be saturated or close to saturation in situ; in
addition, the initial state is found to be located along the main drying
path as a consequence of the coring process and the exposure to the
atmosphere before preservation. The main drying path allows for the
identification of the maximum total suction value that the material
can sustain without significant changes in the degree of saturation
(air entry value, ψe). For the OPA-shallow, this value is 11 MPa (taken
as the total suction corresponding to 95% of the degree of saturation),
and the corresponding void ratio is 0.19. The main drying and
wetting curves embrace the hysteresis domain of the material, which
is significant for total suction values lower than 100 MPa (Fig. 6b).

Figs. 7 and 8 depict the results concerning the wetting and drying
paths for the BD-deep and OPA-deep core samples, respectively. The
water content evolution with total suction is shown in Figs. 7a and
8a. The initial states correspond to a water content of 3.2% for both
the BD-deep and OPA-deep0 shale samples. For the BD-deep and
OPA-deep0 specimens that were equalized to the “zero matric
suction” state, the measured total suction was 1.2 MPa, which is in
good agreement with the osmotic suction of the synthetic water. The
volume evolution for the two shales is reported in Fig. 9. Again, a
good agreement is found with the result of a free swelling test
carried out on a BD-deep sample using the same synthetic water. The
observed shrinkage limits were found to be approximately 4.1% and
6.4% for the BD-deep and for the OPA-deep0, respectively, which
correspond to a total suction of approximately of 14 MPa for both
shales. The void ratio evolutions were fitted with Eq. (2), and their
fitting parameters are reported in Table 3. Due to the limited quantity
of available material for OPA-deep″, a systematic analysis of the void
ratio evolution with total suction was not possible. The results
collected on this material are also shown in Fig. 9 along with the
results of a free swelling test. The collected points align well with the
trend registered for the BD-deep shale; in this sense, a unique trend

Table 3
Values of the fitting parameters for volumetric and water retention behaviour.

Shale Kref ψref m (-) e0 (-) n (-) P (MPa) λ (-)

(MPa) (MPa) wetting drying wetting drying wetting drying

OPA-shallow 14.66 1.62 2.63 0.31 0.98 1.53 110.13 78.17 1.80 1.08
BD-deep 29.00 1.03 1.50 0.20 1.31 1.85 126.20 130.00 2.82 2.10
OPA-deep0 45.00 0.98 1.30 0.22 1.16 2.05 30.00 49.00 0.63 0.42
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is used to describe the swelling/shrinkage behaviour for these two
shales.

The analysis of the volumetric response to suction changes
allows for the quantification of swelling potential for the tested
shales. The measured volumetric deformations associated with the
complete wetting of the material, starting from the driest condi-
tion, were 12.3%, 11.4% and 8.6%, for OPA-shallow, BD-deep and
OPA-deep, respectively. The highest swelling potential was
observed for OPA-shallow; this behaviour can be explained by
the higher clay content of this shale compared to the deep shales

(Fig. 4); in addition, greater depth and the diagenetic processes,
which result in a higher degree of cementation, might be respon-
sible for the lower swelling potential of the deepest shales. The
retention curves in terms of the degree of saturation are reported
in Figs. 7b and 8b for BD-deep and OPA-deep0, respectively. The
initial conditions correspond to a degree of saturation of 80% for
BD-deep and 54% for OPA-deep0. The registered low initial degree
of saturation for OPA-deep0 is attributed to a non-perfect pre-
servation of the core used in the investigation. A general compar-
ison of the retention behaviour of the tested shales reveals that
very limited changes in the gravimetric water content are required
for the deeper shales to undergo complete cycles of wetting and
drying.

4.2. Assessment of the scanning behaviour

In order to gain additional information on the retention behaviour
with cyclic variations of the water content, a wetting path was
initiated for OPA-deep″, starting directly from the initial state. The
results are presented in Fig. 10. Three specimens were used, and they
were progressively wetted following the procedure detailed in
Section 2.1 until the material stopped showing a further tendency
to absorb water. The corresponding total suction at this stage was
approximately 2 MPa. The drying path was then initiated and carried
out until a suction of 340 MPa was reached.

The obtained results are represented in Fig. 11 in terms of degree
of saturation versus total suction; the curve depicted in Fig. 9 for
OPA-deep″ was used for computing the evolution of the void ratio
with total suction. In Fig. 11, the reference main wetting and drying
retention curves for the OPA-deep are also represented. The initial
wetting from the initial state (path A–B) takes place inside the
hysteresis domain, and a scanning curve is clearly observed. As the
hydraulic path encounters the main wetting curve, it follows this
trend until saturation is reached (point C). Starting from this state,
the hydraulic path follows the main drying path until the residual
degree of saturation is reached (path C–D). The observed behaviour
shows clearly that attention must be paid when wetting the shale,
starting from its “as-extracted” state; in other words, the registered
water contents may not be referred to a main wetting path, and this
could have significant consequences when hydraulic properties, such
as relative permeability, are sought.

4.3. The air entry value

The collected results on the retention properties of the tested
shales provide information on the effects of the void ratio on the
air entry value. Fig. 12 depicts the total suction and the void ratio
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at which the shales started to desaturate along the main drying
paths. The results are supplemented with other available data
from the literature for the Opalinus Clay. A unique exponential
evolution function is proposed, and it captures the observed trend
well:

Ψ e MPa½ � ¼ 69:39Uexp �9:82Ueð Þ ð4Þ
Using Eq. (1), the relative humidity values at which the shales

start to desaturate can be calculated as a function of the void ratio.
In Fig. 13, the minimum relative humidity to which the shales
should be exposed in order to prevent desaturation is shown for a
reference temperature of 22 1C. This analysis may have an impor-
tant application in the context of tunnel excavations in shale
formations when the material is exposed to atmospheric condi-
tions (ventilation phase in nuclear waste disposals). By combining
the information with the cracking upon drying behaviour [33], it is
possible to establish a threshold for relative humidity as a function
of the void ratio and depth in order to minimise the possibility of
the creation of a tunnel excavation damage zone.

4.4. The osmotic component

Total suction has been selected in this study to describe the
retention behaviour of shales. In order to highlight the role of osmotic
suction in retention behaviour, complementary information has been

collected by independent measurements of the total and matric
suction for two of the tested shales (OPA-shallow and OPA-deep″).
The suction was measured using contact (matric suction) and non-
contact (total suction) filter paper. Ad-hoc calibration curves were
determined on initially oven-dried Schleicher and Schuell no. 589
filter paper. The initial oven-dried condition ensured that there was an
adequate transfer of water from the specimen to the paper during the
measurement. The calibration curves were obtained by applying
matric suction by means of the axis translation technique and total
suction by the vapour equilibrium technique to the filter paper. An
equalisation time of two weeks was selected for both the calibration
and the measurements. The obtained calibration curves are:

sðMPaÞ ¼ 15:972w�3:002
f p ð5Þ

ψ ðMPaÞ ¼ 59:076w�2:865
f p ð6Þ

where wfp is the water content measured on the filter paper.
The measured total and matric suctions and computed osmotic

suctions are reported in Table 4. The retention curves in terms of
matric suction for the two considered shales were obtained from
the MIP results (Fig. 5) using the following expression, which
relates the pressure of the mercury intrusion p and the matric
suction for the same pore diameter:

s¼ � σw cos θw

σHg cos θnw
p¼ 0:196p ð7Þ

where σw and σHg are the water and mercury surface tension
values, θw is the contact angle of the air-water interface (01), and
θnw is the non-wetting contact angle between the mercury and the
soil grain (taken as equal to 1401). The obtained results are
depicted in Fig. 14 along with the results of the osmotic suction
determination. It can be seen that the osmotic suction component
explains the distance between the two curves well. This type of
analysis can serve as a link between the common practice in
petroleum engineering of obtaining information on the capillary
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Table 4
Results of total, matric and osmotic suction from the filter paper technique.

OPA-shallow OPA-deep″

Shale water content 0.068 0.029
Total suction (MPa) 13.3 76.4
Matric suction (MPa) 1.0 34.4
Osmotic suction (MPa) 12.3 42.0
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pressure of shales from the MIP results [21] and the proposed
methodology, which uses the total suction component.

5. Summary and conclusions

In spite of the relevance of shale to emerging energy-related
geomechanical applications for which variations in the degree of
saturation are expected, the characterisation of shale retention
properties has received limited attention. This paper presents the
results of an experimental analysis that was designed and carried
out in order to gain insight on shale retention behaviour. Testing
materials with very low porosity and pore size constituted a great
challenge in this investigation. We designed an advanced testing
methodology that involves direct control of the shale water
content and the subsequent measurement of the total suction
and void ratio.

The proposed technique has been shown to be capable of
capturing the important features of retention behaviour, such as
the hysteresis domain and the existence of scanning paths when
the shale is initially rewetted during its after-extraction state. The
assessment of the volume change due to suction variation has
allowed to express the retention behaviour in terms of degree of
saturation, to capture the air entry value along the main drying
paths, and to highlight the significant changes in porosity under-
gone by the shales along wetting and drying hydraulic paths.

Results from samples of different shale types, such as Opalinus Clay
and Brown Dogger, have been presented. Testing different shale types
allowed for the possibility to capture the important features of their
retention behaviour such as the dependency of the air entry value on
the void ratio. The obtained results from the tested shale samples are
believed to be of great importance, considering that these materials
are host rock candidates for the deep geological repository of high-
level nuclear waste. Thus, retention capacity will be a fundamental
component of the ventilation (drying) and resaturation (wetting)
phase of the repository.
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